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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION
“Knowledge is Infinity” and comes through education as well
as experience. For career building both are equally important.
For “Bright Future” every one set there today, in such a
manner that will make it successfully possible and the present
time is of science, in which more knowledge you have, most
successful you are. For that it is important that what you
learn but where you learn is also very important matter.
U.K. has produced most of the century’s technology and its
universities have hotbeds for research. It is then not a small
wonder that I wish to study at such center of excellence as
your institution.
In today’s competitive world of specialization if one has to
sustain and be at the forefront of competition one has to adapt
to ever changing environments of business. The most essential
component of successfully adapting to this change is to
upgrade oneself in terms of knowledge and skills. I am
applying for admission in MSc in Business Management

Standard (MSc) as I am particularly in gaining more
knowledge on business, management and strategies that affect
the competitive performance of a firm and an individual
Let me take this opportunity to tell a few words about
myself. I have always been taught that if I try to find answer
on my own then I will get more knowledge and will
understand it in a better way. My parents have constant
source of inspiration, guidance and support for me.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
I have completed my S.S.C from Maharashtra state board of
secondary and higher secondary education Pune, in 2002
securing 48.53 % respectively. Onwards, I have chosen
commerce stream for further education. I have completed my
12th standard also from the same board in the year 2004
securing 37.50%. Thereafter I have completed my Bachelor of
Commerce from Shreemati Nathibai Damodar Charckersy
Woman’s University, Mumbai in 2008. Then I have completed
my Diploma in Human Recourse Management (DHRM) for 1
year form Welingkar Education in 2009. Also, I have given
my IELTS wherein I overall secured 6.0 bands in June 2012.
HOW THIS COURSE WILL HELP ME IN FUTURE

The short-term goal at this moment is to get the admission in
the postgraduate program of MSC and learn the different
courses pertaining to management through proper utilization
of

the

resources

available

at

the

business

school.

The

experience of studying in a business school would definitely
help me a long way in my career and this I would gain by

active participation in discussions, workshops, and seminars.
After This course I have would definitely shape my career in
a new direction. The Msc in business management program
would help me in sharpening the existing skills and in
professional grooming. This would be the first step on the
ladder of the success. My aspiration is to evolve into a good
manager and be in the leading management position.
The person in the capacity of the manager needs to have
knowledge on various facets. I think my academic training in
commerce and human resource would help me in fulfilling the
functions and responsibilities of the manager
As stated by Jackie Joyner Karee, “To achieve success one
needs three thing- dream, hard work and discipline.” I only
need a platform to take off to achieve my goal. I assure you
that I will not leave any stone unturned in achieving the
specific standards that I have set for myself in my career.
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